
Pooka's Page for Grownups

My sincerest apologies to everyone for not being able to produce the
last issue of Pooka Pages.  Through your e-mails and comments on our
Facebook Page, we know how much the children look forward to this

little publication and how your family has come to rely on us being there for you each holiday
and we hate having to miss an issue.

It warms my heart to report that, as soon as I was out of the hospital and let our Team Members
know that there would be a Pooka Pages Issue for Beltane, they rallied (like the troopers they
are!) and we all bent our skills toward making it up to you by creating an extra excellent issue.

The result is a few more pages and has taken a bit longer than normal to produce... but we hope
you enjoy it.

In other notes:  Pooka's Winter Yule/Imbolc Book has been so well received that Pie Plate
Publishing is asking me to submit another book.  I have YOU to thank for this!

Now that this issue of the magazine is done, I'll be hard at work putting the next book together.

(If you don't yet have a copy of Pooka's Yule/Imbolc book, it's available on Amazon and also on
Barnes & Noble for only $9.95.  You can afford that!)

Meanwhile, Pooka and our Team Members all join me in wishing you the most joyous Beltane
ever!

Lora



Some Other Names:  May Day, Roodemas, Walpurgis (Germany), Cetshamain (Ireland),
Cyntefin (Wales), Cala Me' (Cornwall) and Kala-Hanv (Brittany)

This is when the Goddess and the God get married and all of Nature celebrates with them. The ancient
Celts divided the year into two parts – Winter, the colder, dark part that began at Samhain, and Summer,
the lighter, warmer part, which officially started at Beltane.    It is celebrated with maypoles, picnics,
courtship, flower gathering and May baskets, bonfires, processions and games.  We also use this time to
bless our animals and gardens. Beltane is one of the times of the year that fairies, elves and pixies
especially love to play and you’re much more likely to see one!
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Part One - Nosey Pooka

As Pooka's little pink tongue lapped around the raisins in his bowl of oatmeal, he watched
Edgar from the corner of his eye.

Elsie's crow had been acting very strangely the past few weeks...  gone all day and out all night.
At mealtimes, he'd land on the ledge of the open kitchen window, grab a quick bite, and then
he'd be off again.

Sure enough, the same pattern was repeated again this morning.
In a flurry of feathers, the bird had appeared in the window, fluttered to the floor and then
skip-hopped over to the bowl that the witch had set for him in a corner of the kitchen.

As Pooka watched, he bolted down his own breakfast,  hopped over to Pooka's bowl (as usual),
and grabbed the discarded raisins to store in his cheeks for later.  "Rawk-Caw! Thanks, Pooka!"
cried Edgar, then hurried back to the window, spread his wings and was gone.

Pooka was not above playing the role of Informant.  He licked his whiskers and announced
importantly, "Edgar's Up to Something!"

Elsie, her head bent over her bowl of porridge, just nodded.  "MmmHmm."

The cat blinked in surprise.  From the way she'd acted, he didn't think Elsie had even noticed.
"And I suppose you also already know what it is?"
The witch nodded again.  "Mmmhmm."
"So when were you going to tell ME?" Pooka demanded.
Elsie replied calmly, "I wasn't."
"But, but..." he sputtered, "I'm your familiar!  We aren't supposed to have secrets from each
other!"
"This isn't my secret," explained Elsie.  "It's Edgar's secret and that's different."
Pooka stood up and stomped out of the kitchen.  "Well, if you won't  tell me, then I'll find out
for myself!"
Behind him, the little witch just smiled and calmly gathered up their dishes.

Pooka spent the rest of the morning parked by the lavender bush in the garden, his eyes glued
to the sky.  Occasionally, he'd take a break and have a nice roll around his catnip patch... but
the rest of the time he spent watching.



He saw Edgar flying back and forth a lot...
or maybe sometimes it was another crow?
Way up in the sky, it was hard to tell.   But
there seemed to be a lot of activity toward
the top of a particularly tall pine tree
located a short distance beyond the edge of
the forest.

Pooka decided the tree was worth
investigating.  He crossed a little bridge that
spanned the creek running past Elsie's
garden and trotted along the path leading
into the forest.

When he was pretty sure he'd found the
right tree, the cat paused to sharpen his

claws on the trunk and then began his ascent.  He climbed and climbed and climbed.  He rested
a bit on a branch and then climbed some more.

It seemed like he'd been climbing forever and the top of the tree was still a very long ways off.
Maybe this wasn't such a good idea after all!

But, when he looked down, all he saw were green pine leaves obscuring the branches below
and the bottom of the tree had completely disappeared among them.  Pooka was stuck!  He
didn't know which way to go.  "Uh oh," he muttered and then called: "Elsie?"

Silence.

He tried again, louder.  "ELSIE!"

His tummy growled telling him it was past his lunch time.  The sound of the gurgling creek a
little ways off was making him thirsty.  On top of these woes, the little cat realized he needed a
litter box ...  and quickly!  He tried crossing his hind legs and almost lost his grip on the branch
he was perched on.

Suddenly, in the distance below, he saw a bit of movement, the top of a dark head of hair and a
flash of red shirt moving along the forest path toward Elsie's cottage.

"Help!" cried Pooka.

Elsie's friend, Nathan, peered up into the trees.

The cat then watched in dismay as the boy moved on and disappeared beneath the branches
and leaves of the trees.  Pooka sat down on the branch in despair.  Wasn't ANYBODY going to
rescue him?



The door of the cottage was open and Nathan called as he entered.  "Elsie?"
The little witch poked her head out of the herb room at the end of the hall.  "Oh good," she said,
"You're just in time to help with these head wreaths for the May Day Celebration."

"That's why Grandmother sent me!" grinned Nathan. "By the way, did you know your cat's
stuck in a tree?"
Elsie rolled her eyes.  "Let me guess which tree," she sighed.

A few minutes later the boy and the girl had lugged a tall ladder across the bridge, into the
forest and had it braced against the pine tree.

"Pooka?" Elsie called up into the branches.  "Nathan's going to climb this ladder and ring a little
bell.  Just follow the sound and we'll get you down, okay?"

"I'll try," the cat's plaintive mew floated down.

Within minutes after Nathan began ringing the bell, Pooka scrambled past him, down the tree
and found his paws on firm ground again.  The first thing he did was dash behind a bush,
dig a hole in a patch soft dirt and emerged feeling much lighter.

"That was awful!" he told them.  "I thought I was going to be a Samhain decoration.... a little cat
skeleton dangling in a tree before anyone found me!"

Elsie scooped him up and held him.  "You're safe now, Pooks," she said, "but will you please
leave poor Edgar alone until he's ready to tell us his secret?"

Pooka wrapped his paws around Elsie's neck and promised.



Little Beltane Cakes

Beltane Cakes are simple to make.  Just start with a box of cake mix from the store.  (Strawberry
cake mix is best for this but you can also use vanilla.)  Make the batter according to the
directions on the box.

Then, crumble up a child-sized handful of dried red rose petals into little tiny bits and stir them
into the batter.

Ladle the batter into greased or paper-lined muffin tins and place 1 fresh rose-geranium leaf on
the top of each one.  Use your finger to poke down and flatten out any leaf edges that try to
curl up.

Then bake according to the directions on the box.

When your little cakes have cooled a bit, just peel off the leaves.  They will have left a lovely
pattern in the top of the cakes while infusing them with a delicious light rose flavor.

Take a cup of powdered sugar and add just enough strawberry or apple juice to make a thin
glaze to brush over the tops of your cakes.

If you like, you can also decorate the top of each one with a fresh pansy flower!



by Liliane Grenier



Beltane Ankle Bells and Wrist Ribbons
by Calluna

Here is a fun and easy project to put a little jingle in your step and rainbow
trails from your wrists while you dance around the Maypole this Beltane.
What you will need:
1 ½” ribbon in color of your choice and ¼” elastic (or  you can use hair scrunchies)
¼” ribbon in assorted rainbow colors
Jingle bells
Needle and thread
Scissors

First, measure around each wrist with the elastic
and cut it to size. Do the same thing with your
ankles.

Next, cut your 1 ½” ribbon so that it is double the
length of your cut elastic. You will want to cut two
strips for each ankle and one strip for each wrist.

For the ankle bells, place the two cut pieces of ribbon together and sew along each edge,
leaving both ends open.
For the wrist, take your cut ribbon and fold it in half lengthwise and sew along the edge, leaving
both ends open.

Next you will run the cut elastic through the ribbon casing. We attached a
safety pin to one end of the elastic to guide it through easier. Then sew
the ends of the elastic together. You can then sew the ends of the ribbon
together as well. Repeat this step for each wrist and ankle piece.
(Note to parents: you can also buy hair
scrunchies at the department store that will
work for the bands if you don’t know how to
sew or just want to make it a little easier for
younger ones).

Now you can attach your
bells and ribbons. For the
ankle bells, cut pieces of the ¼” ribbon about 4” long and
tie them to the anklets using a simple knot. Add the bell
and tie a couple more knots to hold it in place. Repeat
until you have as many bells and ribbons as you desire.
Trim the ribbons if they are too long so they are not
touching the ground.  You don't want to trip over them.



For the wrist ribbons, follow the same directions as
with the ankle bells but cut your ribbon much longer so
that they will have a nice flow as you dance. We cut
ours about 30” long so when they were tied they hang
about 15” down. We also tied them very close
together so that they hang just from one side of the
bracelet. That way they are not as likely to get in the
way to use your hands for other things while you wear
them.

Now you are ready to jingle and dance all through your
Beltane celebration!



A Letter from Scotland
by Fiona Tinker

Dear Little Witches,

Beltane is here! It’s my favourite time of the year because I just
love all the new life and new growth. The sun is getting warmer
and the nights are getting much longer. One of the very lovely
things is just how long the summer days are – we get a few hours
of a purple-darkness as summer reaches its height and it doesn’t
start getting dark until around 11pm.

The fields here are full of new lambs, calves and piglets. The
fishermen are getting their boats ready for the new season and
the seagulls are watching them carefully, knowing they will get
their share of the catches.

Seagulls are interesting animals. They are a bit of a nuisance at
times because there are so many of them nesting on roofs. But
one of the things people believe is that the seagulls have the souls
of people who have drowned at sea, so no-one is ever nasty to them. But they can be a very big
nuisance indeed – one of the annoying things they do is swoop down and steal ice creams from your
hand.

But another thing seagulls are said to do is guard seals. Anyone who tries to hurt a seal might well find
themselves under a seagull attack, which would give the seal time to get back into the water. We see
this at a little crop of rocks, just off the shore, called Craigenroan, which means Seal Island. It’s close
enough to watch the seals sunning themselves and to take photographs of them, but if anyone is silly
enough to try to go out to the rocks, they better be wary of the seagulls!

Now seals are very magical animals indeed and they are called Silkies or Selkies here, and that’s all to do
with their lovely, silky coats. Some people hunt seals and this is something that makes Manannan Mac
Lir, the God of the Sea, very angry indeed.  He will turn the sea choppy and make things very unpleasant
for the seal hunters.

Some Selkies are also believed to be people of the sea who can be seals in the water and people on land.
Now isn’t that something? To do this, they take off their seal skins and hide them somewhere safe. Then
they look like ordinary people and can move among men. They are beautiful, with dark hair and eyes
and olive skins. They are sea fairies with all the magic of the Sidhe in their veins.  Selkies love music and
when they are human, they sing like the angels.

Some stories tell the legends of the Selkie Bride – a seal woman who married a human. The Clan
MacPhee are said to be the descendants of such a wedding. And as Beltane is a time for making
marriages, I’ll tell you the story of the Clan MacPhee.

A long time ago there was a poor piper, MacPhee, who travelled the land piping for his living. He liked
playing his music, he liked meeting new people, and he liked seeing people dance when he played his
pipes. But he was lonely, for he had no wife and no family.

One day he found an abandoned cottage by the sea and MacPhee decided he would settle down, no
more tramping the long miles for him. Over time, he learned how to look after growing things and he



made a living at that. He still played his pipes – usually down by the sea edge of an evening.  But the
piper was still lonely. All the local lasses had their beaux and it seemed there wasn’t a spare lassie in the
area – at least not one that was interested in him. So he played his pipes and let out all his longing for
love in his music.

One night, he noticed a selkie listening to him play. It really seemed as if the animal was giving him its
undivided attention.  He played a jig – the selkie dived about in the water in time to the music. He
played a lullaby – the selkie swam gracefully in time to the tune. MacPhee was wonder-struck by this
and thought it marvellous. For the next few nights, he played by the sea for the selkie. And the selkie
danced in the water to his music. MacPhee didn’t feel so lonely then and he always wished the selkie
‘goodnight’ when he’d finished playing.

Time passed, as it does.

Very late one night MacPhee was awoken from sleep by a noise outside his cottage. He quietly got out
of bed and poked his head around the door. He thought he was dreaming – the most beautiful woman
he’d ever seen stood there, carrying a large pearl.

“Piper,” she said,” take this as payment for your tunes,” and she handed him the large pearl.  Dazed,
MacPhee took the pearl and the girl ran off in the direction of the sea. MacPhee thought he was
dreaming, put the pearl on the kitchen table and went back to bed.

In the morning, he smiled when he woke up and remembered his dream and the beautiful woman. But
he was surprised – very, very surprised - when he saw a beautiful, large pearl sitting on his kitchen table.
Now MacPhee wasn’t a daft man and he realised that the Selkie who came to listen to him pipe each
evening was one of the people of the sea, a Selkie who could shed her skin and turn into a human as she
chose. He’d heard a lot of stories about Selkies in his time travelling around. He also knew that if he
could capture the Selkie’s seal skin when she was a human and hide it where she couldn’t find it, the
Selkie would have to stay as a human.  MacPhee liked this idea, for he had fallen in love with the
beautiful woman of the sea and he was lonely. But he knew he had to bide his time.

That night, MacPhee went as usual to pipe by the sea edge. As usual, the Selkie appeared to listen to
him. But this time, MacPhee called out to the Selkie, “come ashore and keep me company – dance upon
the sand!”

At first, he thought he was being silly, the Selkie took no notice of his words, only his music. So MacPhee
played and the Selkie danced in the water.

Then she was gone.  MacPhee looked, but she was nowhere to be seen.  Saddened, MacPhee began to
play a lament, letting out all the sorrow he felt because the Selkie was no longer there. Suddenly, a soft
voice said, ‘Piper, why play such a sad tune? I cannot dance on the sand to that.’

MacPhee turned to see the beautiful woman who’d given him the pearl.  With great joy, he piped and
she danced on the land. And this they did for many, many nights. MacPhee no longer felt lonely. He was
so happy when he was playing for his Selkie woman.

Many months passed. One night, the Selkie said to him, ‘Piper, I can dance no more on the land, for I
have fallen in love with you.’

‘And I you,’ answered MacPhee sadly, ‘from the moment I thought you were a dream.’

He looked at her with love. ‘I know you leave your seal-skin behind the rocks over there,’ he said, ‘and I
know that if I take it and hide it from you, you will have to stay with me in human form.’



‘But what kind of love is that!’ he cried, ‘if I force you to stay with me.  No love at all.’

And with that, he took up his pipes, turned his back on her and played as if his life depended on it. When
he turned round again, she was gone.

MacPhee was heart-broken. But he knew he was right – love not freely given is no love at all.

For the next two nights, he played his pipes at the edge of the sea, as he always did. But he played them
with his back turned.  His heart was too broken to watch his Selkie, his love, dance through the water
that was her home.

On the third night, just as he was playing a piece he knew the selkie loved, someone touched his
shoulder. Startled, he turned around and looked into the human face of his Selkie woman.

‘Piper,’ she said softly, ‘we need to talk. I love you and cannot imagine life looking at your back. You
cannot live in water. I cannot always live on land. How can we make the best of it?’

And talk they did, all through the night. They agreed to marry. They agreed he would never hide her seal
skin. He agreed that when she needed to return to the sea, that’s what she would do. She promised to
always come back to him.

So that’s what they did. And not only did they live happily ever after and have many children, but
Manannan Mac Lir was so pleased with their arrangement that he blessed their union with the fruits of
the sea. In time, the children of the Piper and the Selkie became great and good clansmen and
clanswomen. They are now the Clan MacPhee.

Even today, the MacPhees are famous for their piping – and for some of them being born with webbing
between their fingers and their toes that shows them to be Children of the Sea; their legacy from their
distant grandmother who was a selkie.

Isn’t that a lovely story? Do you know the stories of where your families came from? Maybe you could
ask – all families have these kinds of lovely stories. I bet there are some lovely wedding stories in your
family history too. It would be nice to hear some of yours.

I hope you liked the
story. Enjoy all the
new animals and the
Beltane sunshine –
but watch out for
greedy seagulls!

 Have a wonderful
holiday.

Till next time,

Fiona Tinker



An Offering to the Fairies



Becoming the Maypole
by Carmen Sanchez Bezzard

The buds are blooming and their vibrant colors are beginning to cover the ground.
This marks the time of Beltane and Mayday with a Maypole to dance around.

Doesn’t that sound like fun? It sure does to me; but what if you don’t have a Maypole or a tree
that you can tie ribbons onto or dance around? No problem; you become part of a Maypole
that you create yourself. How much fun would that be?

So here is what you do and remember to have fun getting everything ready as you think about
the joy of Beltane and how happy it makes you to see the beautiful flowers and all their colors.
Just remember that each step to becoming the Maypole is magickal and fun because you are
making it happen with some help from Mother Nature.

Step 1 – Go outside and find a twig about 12” to 18” long and about as round as your finger. As
you are looking for your twig, breathe in the fresh air and take notice to the beauty of nature
that is all around you and take a moment to say thank you to the God and Goddess.

Step 2 – Cut 6 to 8 different colored ribbons 30” to 40” long.
The ribbons should be no wider than ¼” to be easily tied
around your twig. If you don’t have ribbons at home they can
be found at most craft stores. As you are gathering your
ribbons and cutting think about the beautiful colors that you
want to use for your Maypole.

Step 3 – Start tying your ribbons around the top of your twig one at a
time. I like to think of what the colors remind me of; blue for the sky,
green for the grass, yellow for the sun and so on. It always reminds
me how much I love nature’s paint brush. It should look something
like this as you continue to tie on your ribbon.



Step 4 – BEWARE OF THE RIBBON MONSTER. I
don’t know if you have one of these in your
home, but I have several. This one is Zephyr
and I let him bless the ribbons with his furry
love.

Step 5 – When all your ribbons are tied on your twig it should
look something like this.

Step 6 – Hold your twig away from you a bit and let the ribbons
dangle. If they are tangled just run your fingers lightly through
them.

Step 7 – Go outside and get ready to dance and
swirl with your Maypole. Become calm and quiet
before starting and say this Beltane Blessing.

The buds blossom, the birds sing,
The fairies come out to play.

I dance around with my Beltane ribbons,
To celebrate this May Day!

Dance and run around while holding your
Maypole high in the air above your head. Swirl

your hand around and let the ribbons twist around your Maypole twig. Sing, laugh or whistle if
you like.

Step 8 – When you are almost out of breath from dancing and swirling, stop and gaze at your
beautiful ribbon Maypole. Think of the magic and joy you have created.



Step 9 – You can also use the magic of your
Beltane Maypole in another way whenever
you want to praise and bless nature. Hold
your Maypole at the top where the ribbons
are tied and let the ends dangle freely over
the bottom.  This is your magical Beltane
wand and you have created it yourself. Take
some time to walk around and bless the
trees, flowers, water and every part of

nature that you would like to bless by touching everything with your
Magic Beltane    Wand. Remember to touch the hidden places under plants and trees where the
fairies dwell.

Step 10 - Most importantly, touch your wand to your heart and say, “Thank you God and
Goddess of Beltane for blessing me and my family! So Mote It Be!”

Step 11 – Have a picture taken of you touching your wand to your heart and you will always see
and feel the love and magic that you created on Beltane.

Beltane Blessings to you and Happy Wand-ering!



Part Two - The Secret

In the center of the village, was a small park known as the "Green".  The Green was a grassy
area with trees, a gazebo where bands could play and a small pond that would fit about 3 ducks.
It was where Important Events were held such as the children's egg hunt at Easter, a pumpkin
carving contest on Halloween and the Christmas Bazaar.

This year, the Villagers had decided to hold an old-fashioned May Day Celebration complete
with music and dancing around a Maypole.  There would also be a flower show competition,
and a bake sale to raise money for the church.  And, they all agreed - what would be May Day
without some lucky young girl getting chosen and crowned as Queen of the May?

Everyone in the community worked hard toward this Event.  Elsie had been asked to provide
floral head wreaths for the dancers along with an especially grand one for the May Queen.

It was a lot of work and a big responsibility - especially with everything else the little witch had
to do for her own Beltane festivities!

On Market Day, as the girl and her cat moved through the streets doing their shopping, people
kept stopping them and asking if she needed any help with the wreaths.  Elsie just smiled and
shook her head. She already had plenty of help -  Fairy help (although she didn't tell the
villagers that).

For three days before the May Day Celebration, Thistle and her tiny friends joined the witch in
her herb room. Their nimble fingers quickly set to work weaving wreaths - honeysuckle and
flowers for the girls ; ivy and birch cones for the boys.  Into each they tucked sprigs of fragrant
herbs from Elsie's garden.

They all worked hard, but they had fun.... until the 2nd morning when they showed up and
some of the wreaths were missing!

 "Where's the orange blossom wreath I made?" demanded Thistle angrily.

"Who cares?" Berry snorted as she shrugged a dainty shoulder.  "It wasn't that good anyway."

"It was better than your stupid old lavender wreath!" declared Thistle furiously and with that



she threw a rose bud that hit Berry and knocked her over.  "You hid mine on purpose because it
was better than yours!"

"Did not!"  hollered Berry and threw the rose bud back.

"Don't you throw things at my friend!" scolded Calendula and with that she dumped an armful
of thyme sprigs over Berry's head.

"My carnation wreath is missing too!  Which of you took it?" demanded a feisty fairy named
Pepper.  She started hurling little birch cones at the others.

Pooka had dived beneath the table as soon as the first rose bud had been thrown, but Elsie now
held up her arms and said loudly: "Fairies STOP!"

They all froze and looked at her.

The witch planted her hands on her hips and said sternly, "Now, I know none of you fairies
would stoop to such devious tactics as to steal and hid another fairies' wreath, right?"

The fairies all hung their heads and looked down.  Finally, Berry looked up and admitted, "Yes,
we would." and the other fairies all nodded in reluctant agreement.

"Okay, but did any of you actually DO it?" Elsie asked.

The fairies looked at each other and, this time, they shook their heads.  No, none of them had.

 Figuring it was safe now that bits of botanicals were no longer flying about the room, Pooka
crept out from under the table.

"So," continued Elsie, "Since none of you took the wreaths, let's find out who the real culprit is
before any of us go flying off the broomstick."

The fairies all agreed.

Thistle said, "I know. Berry, Calendula,
Pepper and I will all hide and keep watch
tonight. Then, if the thief returns, we'll
catch him and make him give our wreaths
back!"

And so it was settled.  That night, Thistle
and Berry hid in the herb room.  Calendula
and Pepper stationed themselves in the garden just outside.  Elsie and Pooka went to bed.

The fairies waited.....and waited.  All night long they waited but nothing happened.  Finally, just
about sunrise, Thistle cupped her hand to her mouth and whispered, "Berry, are you awake?"



She was answered by a teensy snore.   "Oh great!" she muttered.

Suddenly, there was movement in at the open top half of the herb room door.  The culprit
appeared, a wreath was snatched and both quickly vanished.

"Berry!  Wake up!" shouted Thistle as she darted out the opening after the thief.

Shortly afterward, the fairies all sailed through Elsie's kitchen window giggling and singing:
"Edgar has a girlfriend!  Edgar has a girlfriend!"

Elsie turned from the stove where she'd been flipping pancakes for their breakfast.  (Fairies and
Pookas both LOVE pancakes and the witch knew they'd be hungry after their long night.)

"Edgar was the thief?" she asked.

"Yup!" announced Thistle still laughing.

"Where are the wreaths?" asked Pooka.  "Didn't you get them back?"

"Oh, those," said Thistle with a dismissive wave of her tiny hand.  "Mrs. Edgar is using them to
line her nest.  We'll just have to make more."

Pooka was confused.  "Mrs. Edgar?"

Berry and the other fairies started giggling again, digging their little elbows into each others ribs
and chanting: "Edgar and Mrs. Edgar, sittin' in a tree, K-I-S-S-I-N-G!"

Pooka's eyes got big.  "That was Edgar's secret?
Edgar has a girlfriend?"

Elsie nodded and glared at the fairies.  "And
that's WHY it was a secret!  I knew you would
all would tease him."  But then she smiled,
sighed and added, "But I suppose it's okay
because now his girlfriend is his wife.  And soon
we'll have a nest filled with noisy baby Edgars."

Pooka thought about whether this was a Good
Secret or a Bad Secret.  Did this mean he'd have
to save his raisins for a whole kitchen full of
little Edgars?  He decided that, since he didn't
like raisins anyway, this secret was Okay.  It
might even be fun!



Runes
by Christine Lynn Hostetler-Johnson

Othila, Othalaz, Ethel, Odal
MEANING: Homeland, property, inherited land or items,
sacred enclosure, separation
ALPHABET: O

This rune can sometimes indicate that you may have to give up
something special or important, to inherit something even more
special or important. This could be material, emotional, or spiritual.

It can also refer or lead to traits you inherited from your ancestors.
(Examples: singing, dancing, writing, or other artistic abilities.
Maybe Great Grandpa was great at drawing, or Great Great Auntie
could sing like a Goddess). It can mean a search for your roots.
(Where did Great Uncle Bob come from?).

Can also indicate to not over do anything. Such as eating, spending, etc. Have you ever heard of the
saying "Don't be a glutton"? It means don't over indulge or to much of a good thing could hurt you.

EXERCISE: Discuss your family tree with your grown up. If you find something interesting about
someone, learn more about them. See what you may have in common with them and what possible
traits you inherited from them. I'll tell you about one of my ancestors...He was my Great Grandpa
Neumann, he immigrated his family over to America to flee Hitler. He played an instrument called a
Zither in the German Orchestra. Music runs in my family and so does playing instruments. Neat, huh?

Dagaz, Dag, Daeg, Dagr, Dusgadh
MEANING: Day, Light, Day-cycle, one day at a time, awakening
ALPHABET: D

This rune is one of the four cycle runes & is the shortest in duration.
This is because what happens in a 24 hour period/1 day, is what
happens. It could be anything, what happens today could not be
tomorrow. This is why our Elders use the saying "Go sleep on it".
They knew the meaning of this rune and encouraged meditation to
sort things out.

Honor & learn from your experiences each day. Find the beauty and
lessons in them. Write them down if you need to, so you can go back
and reflect on what happened. Miracles DO happen and everything
happens for a reason. It's you that must sit still, meditate, and learn
from it.



Jimmy learns about medicine, and teaches Isobel
by Evelien Roos

Jimmy sat, basking in the spring sunlight, on the back porch. Inside Isobel was busy making
salves and teas and whatnot from dried plants she called “Herbs”. Jimmy thought it strange
behavior, but after living with a Human for all this time, he’d grown used to Human Strangeness.
It didn’t harm anybody, and they spent lots of time outdoors, searching for “Herbs”.

He heard a disturbance and opened his drowsy eyes. A woman strode up the garden path towards
the house, carrying a small Human child, about two years old if he was any judge. The face of
the child was streaked and it hiccupped pathetically. Jimmy felt a surge of pity. It looked like
something was wrong. He ran inside to warn Isobel.

Isobel opened the door, wiping her hands on a cloth, as the woman was about to knock. Taken
aback the woman blinked. “Hello Mrs. Rosewood. Hello little Andrea. How may I help you?”
Isobel asked. Andrea sniffed and hiccupped again. This woke her mom. “Hello Isobel. I know
you are no doctor, but this… I’m not sure. I did go to a physician, but I’m not sure I agree with
his diagnosis… and… and… I know you do stuff with herbs and such… and, and, a..a..and…”
Mrs. Rosewood gasped as her eyes blinked furiously and a tear rolled down her cheek. Isobel
briskly guided her in and made a good, strong cup of black tea. “

"Why don’t you just tell me from the very start, Mrs. Rosewood.” She said, after Mrs. Rosewood
had calmed a bit. Andrea sat quietly on her lap, still sniffing a bit. “Well…” Mrs. Rosewood
started. “Andrea was roughhousing with her brother and sister. I told them a thousand times: Be
careful! You are both much older! But they were having fun on the sofa, and all of a sudden
Andrea just fell off. She bumped her head, and I thought that was why she was crying, but after a



while she came back to me, lifting he arm and saying “Ouch, mommy”. She did this three times
within fifteen minutes, so I took her to the doctors’ office. He just bent the hand a bit this way
and that and said: “Oh, that is probably just a sprain. Give her some painkiller and it’ll be fine.”
Hmph.” Mrs. Rosewood snorted. Isobel smiled a crooked smile and just cocked her head.
“Well… You know… Andy just started crying again when he bent the hand, and I… I just feel
there is something more going on here.” Mrs. Rosewood blurted out.

Isobel kept smiling but nodded. “I see. You know I cannot diagnose. I am not a certified doctor.”
She said. Mrs. Rosewood just nodded. Isobel squatted down beside Andrea. “Hello Sweetie. May
I see your hand please?” Hesitantly Andrea put her hand in that of Isobel. Isobel very softly
squeezed the hand a bit, then the wrist and then the arm. There, Andrea started pulling and
saying: “No. No! Ouch!” Isobel hushed the child and gave her a bit of rock sugar to lick.  Then
she went back to the arm and just, very slowly and gently turned the hand on its side. Again
Andrea reacted and Isobel promised that she would not touch the poor little arm any more.

“Well,” she said, straightening up. “I think it could be broken, but a sprain is also very possible.”
As Mrs. Rosewood started to fidget, Isobel motioned her that she wasn’t quite done yet. “ I tell
you what,” she consoled. “I’ll give you some comfrey salve. That’ll work on both types of
injuries. Then you take her to the Emergency Room. Have them look. If it is a sprain, you can

keep using the salve, and if a cast is needed, then you have a
layer of salve right there, under that cast, to aid in the healing.”

After Mrs. Rosewood and Andrea had left, Jimmy returned to his
spot on the porch to reflect. But he had barely closed his eyes,
when he heard a familiar, squeaky voice. “Jimmy,
Jimmyyy!!!JIMMYYYYY!!!” His head shot up and he saw
Bluebell flying pell-mell towards him. “What in the name of Pan
is wrong, Bluebell?” Jimmy wondered as she landed, panting, on
the porch. Bluebell looked up. Her tiny face was also streaked

with tears and showed that she was terrified. “Is… It’s Cricket… I think I broke him!” she
gasped. “What???” Jimmy asked, bewildered. Blueberry started to cry again. “I was playing with
my friend, Cricket. We were playing ‘race around the pinecones’, and then… I bumped into him,
and first I thought he must have hit a twig, because I heard a snap, but then he yelled and drifted
towards the ground, and now he won’t stand. He just holds his leg and moans… Can you help,
PLEASE???”

For the second time, Jimmy ran inside. Isobel was just clearing away the teapot and looked at
him wonderingly. “Why are you in such a hurry?” Jimmy looked up at his Very Special Human
and asked: “Do you believe in Faeries?” Isobel shook her head in surprise. “I… Er… Why???”
Impatiently, Jimmy repeated his question. “Do you BELIEVE in Faeries?” “I, I guess so..”
“Good! Then come…” he said, and turned tail. Bewildered Isobel followed her hedgehog friend
to the porch. She stopped dead in her tracks, gasped: “Oh… Oh MY!” and sank on her knees,
next to Bluebell. Very, very softly she asked: “Are you hurt little one?” Shocked, Bluebell
stopped crying. “You believe? You are a Big Human, and yet you believe?” A little, silvery
laugh escaped her. “Praised be the Gods! There is hope.” Then she sank on her knees again. “I
only pray there’s also some for Cricket.” “Cricket?” Isobel asked, and Bluebell recounted the
accident again for her.
 “Right then!” Isobel exclaimed. “I’ll get my stuff!” She rushed in the house, and came back with
Jimmy’s carrying hamper. “You’ll have to tuck your tummies in. I put some comfrey salve in
and some other First Aid stuff.” She scooped up Jimmy and Bluebell and carefully put them in



the hamper. Then she strode off into the woods, following Bluebells instructions and they came
to the pine where Cricket lay, still moaning. Very carefully, and very softly, Isobel examined
Cricket’s leg. “Yes. That’s broken alright.” She said. “Now, Jimmy, I want you to gather two
long, green pine needles for me, and Bluebell, can you follow my instructions?” Together they
put a splint on Cricket’s leg and brought him home.

About a week later, Mrs. Rosewood came by to visit again with Andrea. They brought home
made rhubarb pie. “Just to say thank you, you know. At the ER, they took X-rays, and her arm
really was broken! A green stick fracture they called it. And they said that she’d have a cast for
two to three weeks. We went back today, to change the cast to a lighter one, and the doctors said
she was healed!!! Already! That must have been that salve of yours, dear. I am certain of it!”
Andrea proudly showed her cast-free arm and gave both Isobel and Jimmy a wet, toddler kiss.

A day or two later, Bluebell came to visit, and she too told that Cricket was healing nicely. He
already hobbled about a bit, on tiny crutches. Isobel went to take a look, and said he probably
could take the splint off after another week of healing, as long as he’d be careful and not put too
much weight on it. Three weeks later he, and Bluebell came flying in through the window. “I
must thank you, Big Human. You are a Great Healer.” Cricket said, making Isobel blush. “My
leg feels fine, and I can even run again!” That evening Jimmy asked Isobel if she could teach
him about healing herbs.



A Very Special Basket

It was Beltane morning and the sun was just coming up. Thistle, the

fairy, found Elsie, Nathan and Pooka in the

garden.  “Come on!” she called.  “Let’s go dance the Maypole!”  “We have to

finish gathering flowers for this May Basket first,” said

Elsie.   “It’s a special one for my grandmother,” added

Nathan. Pooka yawned.    He was still sleepy.    “Okay, I’ll help,” said

Thistle.  “That way we’ll get done faster and can go to the Maypole!”

“What can I do?” asked Pooka.  “Without hands, not much,”



said Nathan as he put some roses in the basket.  Then

Nathan went to gather some lavender. Pooka couldn’t stop yawning.

“What I need is a nap!” he thought.  The basket looked like a good place so

Pooka crawled in, curled up in a ball, and quickly fell back to sleep.

Thistle zigzagged around the garden grabbing flowers and tossing

them in the basket. Nathan dumped in the lavender and

Elsie threw in some ferns.  They were all in a hurry and no one noticed

Pooka sleeping in the basket.  Soon he was completely covered with

flowers and ferns.  “It looks full,” said Elsie. Nathan

picked up the basket.  “I’ll say!  This basket is heavy!”  “Let’s go!” said

Thistle.  She could hardly wait to get to the Maypole.  They all hurried



down the path to Grandmother’s house where they set the

basket by the door.  Then they knocked and hid.

Grandmother opened the door.  “My stars!” she cried.  “What a

lovely  May Basket! ” Nathan and Elsie peeked out from

behind a tree.  “It’s a special basket, just for you!” they

told Grandmother.  Suddenly a little black head poked up from the

middle of the flowers and Pooka yawned in her face.

Grandmother started to laugh.  “It certainly is special!” she said.  "I've never

had a Pooka May Basket before!"



A Pooka May
Basket



Elsie's
Village Market


